This paper deals with the development of a new second gradient model, its numerical implementation and its validation. In order to remedy to the spurious mesh dependency of the post localized computation enhanced models incorporating some internal length are necessary. These models are very time consuming. In this paper we present a simplified theory within the framework of constrained micromorphic models involving only the micro volumetric strain. Provided the use of an additional penalty term in the numerical treatment, this model is quite efficient to regularize problems modelling behaviors exhibiting plastic volumetric strain such as the ones of geomaterials. More over this model is notably less time consuming than the more general ones.
Introduction
The use of realistic inelastic constitutive equations in computational solid mechanics yields some difficulties mainly related with the underlying mathematical problems. This is particularly important in modelling geomaterials.
It is not our intention in this introduction to give a complete state of the art concerning the effective computability of solutions of initial boundary value problems involving complex non-viscous constitutive equations. Let us recall however some synthetic results concerning the well posedness nature of this kind of problems. Broadly speaking uniqueness and may be existence of the solution of the rate boundary value problem is no more guaranteed as soon as the exclusion Hill functional can be negative (see Hill, 1958; Hill, 1978) . In the case of small strain it is possible to built up ill posed problems as soon as the second order work becomes potentially negative (Nova, 1989; Nova, 1994; Chambon, 2005) . In the case of bifurcation (i.e. loss of uniqueness) involving localized bands, which are usually studied owing to the so called Rice analysis (Rice, 1976) , a criterion can be exhibited in some cases such as the one of classical one mechanism plastic constitutive equations. In both cases: potential general loss of uniqueness or particular case of localization, the physical characteristics of the behavior of the material are critical key issues. Unfortunately geomaterials behave in such a way that problems of loss of uniqueness and more importantly localizations are more often encountered in computation. This reflects also a number of experimental observations which are not discussed in the present paper. Coupling between isotropic and deviatoric plastic behavior, usually such that a normality rule does not apply, implies that such a problem can arise far before ultimate stress values are attained (Rice, 1976; Chambon and Roger, 2003) . Generally, dealing with multiple solutions is not so difficult and has been already studied (see Ikeda et al., 1997; for instance). However, the very problem is related with localization. It is now well known that in this case, since classical models do not incorporate internal length, the numerical solutions converge towards rupture without energy consumptions (Bazant et al., 1984) . In order to remedy to this non-physical behavior induced by classical models, it is now well known that it is necessary to introduce an internal length in the models (see Aifantis, 1984; Bazant et al., 1984 for instance and Vardoulakis and Sulem, 1995) . Many theories introducing internal length in constitutive equations have been developed. Let us quote non-local models (Bazant et al., 1984 for instance), gradient plasticity theories (see de Borst and Muhlhaus, 1992; Vardoulakis and Aifantis, 1991) and theories deriving from the so called materials with microstructure (or micromorphic) among them Cosserat materials are historically the first one (see Mindlin, 1964 , Mindlin, 1965 . A recent complete review of micromorphic constitutive equations modelling inelastic behavior can be found in Forest and Sievert (2006) which generalizes . In fact some mathematical constraints linking micro and macro deformation quantities can be added to these models. This yields for the more general case to local second gradient models (Chambon et al., 1998; . Contrary to metals, no microscopic theory of geomaterials is able to guide our choice among all these possibilities. We choose to work in the latter framework mainly for convenience but microscopic studies should help us in the future to get the more proper model.
In order to properly model scale effects as well as realistic rupture phenomena we need the use of micromorphic materials. More precisely it is necessary to use them in numerical methods. Fortunately it is quite possible to develop finite element models for local second gradient models (see Shu et al., 1999 for elastic computations and Matsushima et al., 2002 in the plastic case), however these computations are very expensive. The objective of the present work is the development of a simplified local second gradient model useful in most cases especially for localization computations but less time consuming than the general one. As mentioned above there is not yet a multi scale theory able to give some clue to build up an enhanced constitutive equation for geomaterials. Since problems arising with classical models are related with localized solution and since in this case volume changes are observe in many cases, we intend to elaborate a theory involving only the volume changes, which means only a scalar quantity. Consequently instead of introducing a complete second order tensor as additional kinematical variable, we introduce only a scalar. Clearly this decreases drastically the number of degrees of freedom of the corresponding finite element method and then the computer time necessary to make simulations. On the other hand it is quite clear that this new theory is unable to introduce an internal length for localized isochoric areas. This paper is devoted to the development of this new theory, the development of finite element method related with this model and corresponding validation procedures.
The sequence of presentation is as follows. In a first part the main notations are presented. The principles are the following. A component of a tensor (or vector) is denoted by the name of the tensor (or vector) accompanied by indices. All tensorial indices are in lower position, since there is no need to distinguish between covariant and contravariant components. Upper indices have specific meanings defined in the text. The summation convention with respect to repeated tensorial indices is used.
The second part is a presentation of the model. We first recall the basis of the local second gradient models and its relations with the theory of micromorphic models. We follow mainly the work of Germain (see e.g. and use extensively the virtual work principle. Then we turn our attention to the micromorphic dilation model as defined in Forest and Sievert (2006) , and finally defined our new model called second gradient dilation model. Since this model can be seen as a particular case of second gradient model and as a constrained micromorphic dilation model as well, we put forward these two ways of defining the new model.
The third part deals with the development of the corresponding finite element method in the two dimensional case. It is not only a particular case of the finite element method developed for the local second gradient method (Matsushima et al., 2002) . For the present model we have experienced that it is necessary to add a penalty term in order to get a proper solution.
A fourth part is devoted to the presentation of the numerical tests used in this paper, which is the computation of the evolution of a biaxial test initially homogeneous, loaded, and destabilized using some defect. This yields localized solutions. Geometry, initial state, boundary conditions and the constitutive equation used are presented.
In a fifth part the numerical validation of this new model is demonstrated. An important point is that mesh independence is restored. It is also proved that our goal to develop a less time consuming model is achieved. The influence on the results of different numerical parameters is extensively studied.
Concluding remarks end up this paper. It is necessary to specify the main limitations of this work. First, for the sake of simplicity, we do not consider couple body forces, but only classical ones. The second main restriction of this study is that we deal only with quasi-static problems. This means that we neglect the inertia terms and the so-called micro-inertia effects. The third limitation is that contrary to previous works Matsushima et al., 2002) , the so called small strain assumption is done. However the main limitation of this work is the fact that regularizing effects come from volume changes. This implies that the theory developed hereafter is not suitable for materials which do not exhibit volume changes during plastic loading. This is not a big problem for geomaterials since large deformation involved in localized zones are accompanied by volume changes. This is due either to voids increasing like in soils or to the development of micro fractures like in rocks and concrete. This remark is corroborated at least for sands, even if the ultimate states inside the bands correspond to critical states, strong volume changes are observed during the development of the bands as pointed out by Desrues et al. (1996) . X is a given regular volume oX is the boundary of X assumed to enjoy the C1-continuity property () means a power for an index for instance: x (2) = x Â x * denotes virtual kinematical quantities
From micromorphic models to second gradient dilation models
This section is devoted to the theoretical presentation of the new model. This model can be seen as a constrained micromorphic dilation model or as a simplified local second gradient model as well. In order to well understand all these links, micromorphic model is first recalled, then second gradient model, obtained by adding a mathematical constraint to the previous one, and micromorphic dilation model, obtained by simplifying general micromorphic models, are recalled. Finally the two ways to build up the second gradient dilation model are presented. A table detailed in Fig. 1 sums up all these developments.
We describe the model following three steps. We start first with a kinematical description of a medium, then we write the corresponding virtual work principle defining the conjugate static quantities, following and . Finally if necessary, some details concerning the constitutive equations are given.
Micromorphic model
The theory of media with microstructure also called micromorphic media needs the definition of an enhanced kinematics. In addition to the classical displacement field u i , a field of second order tensors which models the strains and the rotation of the grains themselves is considered, it is denoted f ij and is called here micro deformation gradient. Let us emphasize that in the framework of micromorphic materials the micro deformation gradient is not the gradient of any underlying displacement field. The micro deformation gradient is a given quantity, contrary to the classical deformation which is obtained using the gradient of the mapping of the deformed configuration on the reference one.
Neglecting for simplicity body forces the principle of material frame indifference has the consequence that: for any kinematically admissible fields ðu 
where the traction forces t i and the double surface tractions T ij are acting on the boundary.
On the boundary oX either
where t i and T ij are known, or the conjugate kinematical values are known which in this case implies:
The variational formulation (1) is an other way to write the balance equations. To close the problem, it is necessary to add some constitutive equations. The constitutive equation is generally speaking an equation given the set of static variables r ij , s ij and R ijk as a function of the history of the set of kinematical variables, namely:
Such models have proved to be very efficient. However the corresponding constitutive equation is difficult to get. Moreover, the finite element discretization of such a model induces nine additional degrees of freedom by nodes corresponding to all the components of the field f ij . Computations are then very time consuming.
Second gradient model
Starting from the previous model, we can restrict the kinematics by enforcing the micro gradient to be equal to the macro gradient which yields the mathematical constraint (4):
Such an assumption decreases the number of independent variable fields and yields to simpler constitutive equations. To some extend this assumption can be corroborated by experimental studies performed on granular materials with rigid grains. They demonstrate that micro rotation is equal to macro rotation (see Calvetti et al., 1997 or Matsushima et al., 2003 . Taking into account this assumption it is logical to choose After some algebra Eq. (1) yields the following expression of the virtual power equation. For any kinematically admissible field u
where the external forces per unit area p i and the additional external (double) forces per unit area P i are defined by
and
Let us notice that due to Eq. (5), the boundary conditions are different from the ones of the micromorphic model. The kinematically admissible field u Ã i has to be two times differentiable and meets some boundary conditions. It has been proved that this model remedies to the mesh dependency of the width of the localized zones (see Chambon et al., 1998 , Matsushima et al., 2002 for instance). For this purpose, it can be used with constitutive equations split into a classical part and an additional second gradient one. If an elastic assumption is made for the latter, the model can generalize any classical constitutive equation. We follow this way in this paper. Let us recall that for an isotropic linear material, such an elastic second gradient constitutive equation yields five independent parameters (Mindlin, 1965) . This result is used in Section 3.5.
On the other hand this model implies that fields u i and u Ã i have to be differentiable two times, which is a real difficulty in finite element since it implies the use of C1 finite elements (see Zervos et al., 2001 for instance). One way to overcome this difficulty is in a first step to release the mathematical constraint (4) and in a second step to enforced it via a Lagrange multiplier field (see Shu et al., 1999 and Matsushima et al., 2002) . This yields, for any kinematically admissible fields ðu
where k ij are the Lagrange multipliers. Comparing Eqs. (1) and (9), it is possible to interpret the Lagrange multiplier as the micro stress. However, at the end the number of degrees of freedom of a finite element method based on Eq. (9) is the same as the ones of a micromorphic model.
Micromorphic dilation model
The micro deformation gradient (via a constitutive equation for the micromorphic models or via the constraint (4) for the second gradient models) is the reason of the presence of an internal length in the previous models. However in both cases the resulting finite element model involves many additional degrees of freedom. The idea is now to keep the advantages of these models but with adding in the corresponding finite element method the minimum number of degrees of freedom. On one hand geomaterials are often very dilatant especially inside localized bands (Desrues et al., 1996) , on the other hand considering a second gradient models based only upon volumetric changes is very appealing since this involves only scalars.
Let us consider first a continuum with microdilation. The kinematics is defined by the classical displacement field denoted u i , the microvolume change denoted v and its gradient. In addition to classical stresses r ij , the micro dilation stress j and the double dilation stresses S j are introduced. j is a scalar and S j is a vector. They are conjugated respectively with the relative micro deformation of the microstructure (with respect to the macro deformation) e V À v and the gradient of the micro kinematics ov ox j . Starting from Eq. (1) the virtual power principle reads: for any kinematically admissible fields ðu
Integration by part and the divergence theorem applied on (10) yields
This gives the balance equations
and the boundary conditions. On the boundary either the kinematics u i and v are prescribed or the conjugate values t i and m are then such that 
Second gradient dilation model
In the same manner as in Section 3.2, in order to simplify the constitutive equation we can now enforced the macro volumetric change e V to be equal to the microdilation v:
Starting from Eq. (10) it is logical to choose
integration by part and the divergence theorem yields
Contrary to u are not independent. Consequently, we have to rearrange terms in Eq. (18) related to the boundaries. This yields after some algebra
Then we end up by writing down the balance equations:
and the boundary conditions. On the boundary either u i and D u i or the conjugate values p i and P i are prescribed. In the latter case p i and P i are then such that
For the sake of simplicity we assume in the following that P i = 0. It is our experience that the boundary conditions prescribing a non-zero value of P i induces only effects like boundary layers in the vicinity of the boundaries. In this paper we are mainly interested in localization. A consequence of the assumption done is that S j n j = 0 on the proper part of the boundary, then (22) reduces to
We can notice that consequently the non-classical part (here the classical part means the first term of Eq. (24)) of boundary conditions (24) induces no shear components. Finally the virtual work principle written for the second gradient dilatant model reads, for any kinematically admissible field u
Using Eq. (25) in order to build up a corresponding finite element model needs the use of elements enforcing the continuity of e V .
C1 elements could be used for this purpose. However these elements are not so flexible as the C0 corresponding ones, it has been chosen once more to use C0 finite elements with Lagrange multipliers. We add an additional field v and enforced the equality e V = v by the way of a Lagrange multiplier field denoted K. Then we end up with the following virtual work equation: 
then clearly the second gradient model degenerates in the second dilation gradient model since
for any kinematically admissible field u Ã i . In order to give a simple example, let us assume that we study a two dimensional case, that the classical and the second part of the constitutive equations are decoupled and that the double stresses depend on the second derivatives of the displacement in an isotropic linear elastic manner. In this case Mindlin (1965) 
Eq. (27) yields
Finally we obtain 
Let us notice that there are two rows of the constitutive matrix with all the terms equal to zero.
Using relations (27) and the definition of e V yields the corresponding constitutive equation for the second gradient dilation model:
4. Numerical formulations
Time step non-linear algorithm
The numerical implementation of the model studied so far has been done with the finite element software (Code-Aster, 2007). As usual time is discretized using a sequence of times: {t s } 16s6T , defining T time steps. The loading history is then given by the corresponding sequences of external loadings and by the corresponding prescribed displacements. The space is discretized using C0 finite elements. This means that in the following three fields elements (namely displacement u i , micro dilation v and Lagrange multiplier K) are used. The balance Eq. (21) written in a weak form following Eq. (26) has to hold for every final value of the time steps defined above. For every time step, provided the previous equations are discretized using a finite element method, this yields as usual to a set of non-linear equations:
where F int and F ext are respectively the nodal vectors of internal and applied forces. 
where g 1 and g 2 are scalar data.
In some cases however, especially for softening materials, it is not always possible to use increasing values for the external loading. When the studied structure suffers from a snap-back like behavior, it is necessary to use some path-following method. Here, in this case the Lorentz method (see Lorentz and Badel, 2004 ) is used. Details can be found in the referenced paper. Let us give here only the principle of the method. A new scalar unknown g controlling the level of the load is used while a new equation is added (see Crisfield, 1996 
where g denotes all the Gauss points of the structure. The objective of this path-following method is to obtain a solution for which there is still strain loading somewhere in the structure. In all the computations done, as soon as convergence difficulties appear the previous path-following method is used.
In the computations presented hereafter, g
= 10
À1 and g 2 is not bigger that 10 À11 . As a consequence all the iterative procedures are stopped when the numerical noise is attained. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 which are typical of the convergence profiles obtained. We do not take a constant value for g 2 since the level of the numerical noise depends clearly on input data.
Typically increasing the penalization parameter r (see Section 6.5) induces an increasing of the numerical noise.
Spatial discretization
In this paper, only two dimensional problems are studied. Moreover it has been chosen to use triangle elements. A more complete comparison for the two dimensional general second gradient model has been done in (Shu et al., 1999) . In the following, we study several finite element interpolations for our new model namely the second gradient dilation model and we are especially interested in the behavior of the model for localized solutions. Since the goal of using Lagrange multipliers is to enforced the equality between the micro dilation and the macro dilation it is meaningful to use shape functions of an order greater for the displacement u i than the order of the shape functions for the dilation v. In the following in order not to have too many degrees of freedom we chose that u i is discretized by polynomial functions of degree two, continuous from one element to the adjacent ones, v is discretized by polynomial functions of degree one, continuous from one element to the adjacent ones. On the contrary several shape functions of the Lagrange multipliers are compared. For this purpose, three different elements are used in (see Table 1 ). Table 1 Finite element discretizations (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P0): shape functions of second order for the displacements, first order for the micro-dilation, and constant for the Lagrange multiplier, (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P1): shape functions of second order for the displacements, first order for the micro-dilation, and first order for the Lagrange multiplier, (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P2): shape functions of second order for the displacements, first order for the micro-dilation, and second order for the Lagrange multiplier.
The shape functions are the classical ones for triangles (Zienkiewicz, 1977 ). It appears that numerical results obtained with these three elements are not completely satisfactory. Then other solutions are used.
Penalized finite elements for the second gradient dilation model
In order to enforce a mathematical constraint, a classical alternative solution is to use a penalty method. Instead of using Lagrange multipliers to enforce the equality between the micro and macro dilations we introduce a penalization term. The equations solved are then
This equation is similar to Eq. (10) of the micromorphic dilation model where the micro dilation stress j is defined by the constitutive equation:
where r is an elastic constant. Here r is a penalization parameter which has to be large in order to obtain a good approximation of the relation e V À v = 0. It is our experience that with this model it is very difficult to choose the appropriate value for the penalization parameter r, which in fact has to be very large. At the end we choose a compromise which works very well as seen in the following sections. We use both a Lagrange multiplier field and a penalization term. In this case the results are well converged, not too much sensitive to the value of the penalization parameter r as it is seen in Section 6.5 and the parameter has not to be very large. The equations solved are now
where as previously r is the penalization parameter. Eq. (44) has to hold for any kinematically admissible field ðu
All the computations presented hereafter have been done using Eq. (44) and finite elements defined in Table 1 . In this table are mentioned for each element the Gauss-Hammer points used to compute the integrals involved in Eq. (44). They have been chosen in order to obtain an ''exact" integration for the second gradient part of the integrals.
Initial boundary value problem solved: biaxial test

Geometry and boundary conditions
The problem chosen to study our model and the corresponding numerical method is the biaxial test (see Fig. 2 ). The sample is 25 m wide and 50 m high. As already mentioned, the external double forces P i of Eq. (23) are prescribed to be equal to Fig. 2 . Initial boundary problem for biaxial test.
0. The external forces on both sides of the specimen are also prescribed to be equal to 0. Bottom and top plates are assume to be smooth. The bottom plate is fixed. The vertical displacement of the top plate is prescribed, its value is denoted u a .
In order to obtain the same strain localization pattern, the same imperfection is introduced in all the computations. A small reduction of cohesion is assumed for the region of 2.5 m width and 2.5 m high, situated at the bottom left-hand side of the structure (see Fig. 2 ).
Constitutive equation
The constitutive equation is an associated Drucker-Prager (see Drucker and Prager, 1952 ) elasto-plastic model. We intend to model the degradation of the strength of a rock like material. The yield condition is
Function f(c p ) which induces the degradation of the material is defined as
where a is a parameter giving the cohesion. The accumulated plastic strain c p defined as
is the internal variable of the model.
If c R 6 c p the following expression for the residual state of stress is obtained: r res ¼ 6ca ð2Þ cos u 3Àsin u . Since the model is associative, the evolution of the plastic strain is obtained by
where _ p is the plastic multiplier. Used to model a homogeneous classical triaxial test with a null radial stress, this constitutive equation induces the response shown in Fig. 3 where the axial stress r a is plotted against the axial strain e a . After linear elastic loading the response exhibits a quasi linear softening which is followed by a plateau. The average slope of the softening branch is denoted m. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the results of a biaxial test starting from an isotropic stress state. In Fig. 4 (a) and (b) the equivalent deviatoric stress component r 11 À r 22 and the volumetric strain e V are respectively plotted against the axial strain e 22 . It is clear that the model incorporates a strong softening. Softening is necessary in order to trigger localization since we are working with associative plasticity.
Material parameters
The material parameters (see Table 2 ) used in the following are not characterizing a specific material and consequently only computational results are presented. However, at least for the classical part, these parameters are physically realistic for some soft rocks. Fig. 3 . Response of the model for a triaxial loading path for a null lateral pressure. The axial stress r a is plotted against the axial strain e a .
As already mentioned in the introduction of this section, an imperfection is introduced in order to obtain for all the computations, the same shear band deformation mode. To achieve this goal, a 5% reduction of cohesion is assumed (c = 0.95 MPa) in a region of 2.5 m width and 2.5 m high, situated at the bottom left-hand side of the computed structure.
Numerical experiments
The non-linear algorithm used in the calculations has been presented in Section 4.1. The following points are studied.
Convergence of the Newton's method. Influence of the different triangles defined in Section 4.2, which means influence of the shape functions for the Lagrange multipliers. Mesh independency: for this purpose five different meshes are used. Four are structured meshes with respectively 1600, 3600, 10,000 and 19,600 triangular elements (see Fig. 5 ). One with around 3600 triangles is unstructured (see Fig. 6 ). Influence of the discretization of the loading history. We use four discretizations corresponding to A equal to 3.10 (À4) , 6.10
, 1.10 (À3) and 1, 2.10 (À3) (see Eq. (40) for the definition of A).
Influence of the penalization parameter r. Seven different values have been experienced. In fact it is the dimensionless ratio r E 0 , where E 0 is the Young modulus of the materials, which takes seven different values.
Finally the performances (in term of CPU time) of the different elements are studied. Two main data are used to compare the results of different computations. First the curve giving the global response of the structure as a function of the axial displacement u a of the top plate are drawn. Second, we define the instantaneous plastic state as follows for each Gauss point (i.e. the point where as usual the constitutive equation is computed). Its value is 1 for plastic loading and 0 for unloading (or elastic reloading). This allows us to clearly see the width of the localized zones by looking to a map of these values. For a prescribed vertical displacement beyond 0.2829 m we observe numerical difficulties. They are related to a snapback of the structural response (see Fig. 10 ). Then the path-following method presented at the end of Section 4.1 is used.
In the following it is not possible to present a complete comparison of the different computation performed. We choose only typical results, but the other ones are quite similar. (37) is plotted against the number of Newton iteration in two different cases, one in the hardening regime and the other in the softening one. It can be observed that the convergence is a little bit more difficult when the global response of the structure corresponds to softening. At the end convergence close to a quadratic one is obtained as expected.
Influence of the shape functions of the Lagrange multipliers
Here the same mesh (presented on Fig. 5(b) ), the same time step Dt = 0.01s, and the same penalization coefficient In this paper it is neither our intention to perform a complete bifurcation analysis as studied by Ikeda et al. (2003) , nor to find several solutions for the same problem as done by Bésuelle et al. (2006) . Consequently no complete comparison with experimental data is done. However it is worth noticing that the shape of the plastic loading seems similar to some exper- imental results presented in Desrues and Chambon (2002) . The width of this zone is proportional to the internal length ffiffiffiffi ffi a 1 jmj q as previously mentioned by Matsushima et al. (2002) where jmj is the absolute value of the (negative) average slope of the softening branch of the constitutive relation as defined in Section 5.2. Taking into account this relation and the material parameters of the simulation the thickness of the shear band is approximately 20 times the internal length.
Mesh influence
Here the comparison of four different computations with the same finite elements namely the (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P0) elements is performed. The same time step discretization and the same penalization parameter r E 0 ¼ 10 ð5Þ are used.
Results presented correspond once more to a prescribed vertical displacement equal to 0.2829 m. We can observe that the map of the instantaneous plastic state obtained on the Gauss points are quite similar for all the meshes including the unstructured one (Fig. 9) . Consequently the results are clearly mesh independent. The model yields to an objective width of the localized areas. This width is related with the model and with the mesh size provided the latter is sufficiently large with respect to the internal length. 
, the same mesh (the one depicted in Fig. 5(b) ), the same element (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P0). Except in the focused part of the curves drawn in Fig. 11(c) it is impossible to see any difference between the different computed results. In conclusion, the results are well independent on all the numerical parameters studied. It is demonstrated that they are objective.
Penalization enhancement for the mixed formulation
In order to evaluate the influence of the penalty term, 7 different values of ratio of the penalization parameter r with respect to the Young modulus E 0 have been used: We first study the level of achievement of the mathematical constraint which is enforced with penalty term, namely v = e V . For this purpose the ratio R 1 defined by
is computed. This ratio is a relative measure of the accuracy for which the constraint is met. Fig. 12 shows that for any mesh, for any Lagrange multipliers shape function, R 1 decreases nicely as the penalization parameter increases.
A second point is studied. We define R 2 as
It is the energy elastically stored by the penalty term. Fig. 13 shows that for any mesh, for any Lagrange multiplier interpolation, this stored energy decreases whereas the penalization parameter increases. With respect to the two criterions studied above, Figs. 12(a) and 13(a) show clearly that increasing of the penalization parameter is more efficient than increasing the order of the interpolation of Lagrange multipliers. It is the main reason to chose the finite element (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P0) in further applications.
Global time consuming CPU
It has been seen above that the different choices give solutions very close sharing the same accuracy. In Fig. 14 the times used to obtain the solution with different finite element models are compared. For this purpose the computations have been done with A = 1, 2.10 (À3) and the penalization parameter r E 0 ¼ 10 ð5Þ . Time consumed for a computation performed up to the same global axial displacement u a = 0, 3 m is plotted against the number of triangle used. Moreover the corresponding time for the same problem computed with the general second gradient model , Matsushima et al., 2002 is also plotted for comparison. We chose to compare all these computations for the same number of triangles since such computations are constrained by the number of elements necessary in order to properly compute a localized band (it is our experience that around five elements are necessary along the width of the bands). In the figure the number of degrees of freedom are written between parenthesis. For clarity we do not write the corresponding number of degrees of freedom for elements (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P1) and (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P2). It can be noticed however that when the finite element interpolation (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P0) needs 20.499 degrees of freedom, the corresponding interpolation (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P1) needs only 18.790 degrees of freedom and the interpolation involving elements (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P2) needs 24.280 degrees of freedom. This is explained by the fact that there are as many dicretized Lagrangre multipliers as elements for the simplest interpolation whereas for the other two, the discretized Lagrange Multipliers are shared between an element and its neighboring ones.
From Fig. 14 , it is clear that element (u i -P2; v -P1; K -P0) is the best one. In average, the general model needs two times as much degrees of freedom and three times as much CPU time. It is likely that for a three dimensional generalization of the models developed, this conclusion should even be more obvious. It is why we chose to use this element in our works in progress (Fernandes et al., 2008) .
Conclusion
The ability of the second gradient dilation models to provide accurate and mesh independent numerical localized solutions has been demonstrated. In order to achieve this goal it has been necessary to use both Lagrange multipliers and penalty terms in the variational formulation of the model.
Provided volume variations are involved in the plastic straining (it is likely that it is also true for damage models) this model is very efficient. It is then a good candidate to regularize modelling of geomaterials. All these conclusions based on two dimensional computation are likely more important for future three dimensional computations.
Among the experienced elements, the element involving a constant Lagrange multiplier inside an element is the best one. With respect to the general second gradient model, this allows us to divide by three the CPU time necessary to obtain a well converged solution, which is an important result since second gradient computations are very time consuming.
